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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-04-0190

RECORDED VOTES

NOT
APRVD DISAPRVD ABSTAIN PARTICIP COMMENTS DATE

CHRM. DIAZ

COMR. McGAFFIGAN

COMR. MERRIFIELD

x X 11/15/04

x X 11/23/04

x X 11/16/04

COMMENT RESOLUTION

In their vote sheets, all Commissioners approved the final rule and provided some additional
comments. Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were incorporated into the
guidance to staff as reflected in the SRM issued on December 8, 2004.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Portable gauges are devices containing licensed material that are used to determine

physical properties (such as density and moisture content of soil, concrete, and other materials)

in a field setting. The most commonly used portable gauges contain two encapsulated sources

of radioactive material. THe=fir-is a sealed gamma source containing 0.30 to 0.37

gigabecquerels (8 tol 0 millicuries) of cesium-1 37 (Cs-1 37) used to measure density. T;he-

eeeend source is a sealed neutron source containing 1.48 to 1.85 gigabecquerels (40 to

50 millicuries) of ame 'cium-241/beryllium (Am-241/Be) used to measure moisture content.
C>@ 4HeUseA, .0s Hi-

When not in use, portable gauges are generally stored iVra permanent storage lObatioA within a

licensed facility. Sometimes, portable gauges are stored at a jobsite, at a temporary storage

location, or on a vehicle. When transporting a portable gauge in a vehicle, the gauge is often

placed in a transportation case, and then is secured in or onto the vehicle.

Under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, NRC together with the 33

Agreement Statetregulates byproduct material used in portable gauges. There are

approximately 1100 NRC specific licensees for portable gauges in non-Agreement States and

approximately 4000 State specific licensees for portable gauges in Agreement States. There

are an estimated 22,000 to 25,000 portable gauges in use in the United States.

Subpart I of 10 CFR Part 20 addresses storage and control of licensed material.

Specifically, § 20.1 801, "Security of stored material," requires licensees to secure from

unauthorized removal or access licensed materials that are stored in controlled or unrestricted

areas. Section 20.1802, "Control of material not in storage," requires licensees to control and

maintain constant surveillance of licensed material that is in a controlled or unrestricted area
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and that is not in storage. Despite these requirements, the theft of portable gauges continues

at a rate of approximately 50 gauges per year with a less than 50-percent recovery rate based <

on reports-in NRC's Nuclear Materials Events Database (NMED). More than two-thirds of the

stolen gauges were taken from vehicles parked outdoors. In most of these incidents, the gauge

was in a U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 'Type A" transportation case, which was

then secured with a metal chain to the open bed of a pickup truck. Frequently, the chain was

cut or the transportation case was broken, and then the gauge was stolen. NRC has issued

several 'Information Notices' to increase licensees' awareness of security concerns regarding

portable gauges. However, the yearly number of reported incidents has not changed in

response to these notices.

Although the amount of radioactive material used in a portable gauge is relatively small,

and the radioactive material is encapsulated in stainless steel, unauthorized removal of portable

gauges still poses a potential public health and safety concern. A portable gauge that Is not

under the controlledo a licensee poses a potential radiation hazard to individuals that may

come ir)close contact with the source. It also creates a concern if the portable gau e that is X

removed without authorization is abandoned i-hv-envcen ii recycled or used

inappropriately.

Discussion

To reduce the potential risk to public health and safety, a working group with

participation of personnel from the Agreement States of Florida and Arkansas developed the

proposed rule to impose security requirements for portable gauges to increase licensees'

control, which would reduce the opportunity for unauthorized removal of the gauges. The

security requirements would require that the portable gauge licensees must use a minimum of
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commenter questioned what resulted in the need for a very prescriptive rule for increased

security of these gauges since a report to Congress indicated that sources in a single portable

gauge are small, and unlikely to be suitable for an effective radiological dispersion device

(RDD). Another commenter stated that the potential for the stolen gauges to be used in a

radiological dispersion device is minute because it takes such a significant effort to steal a large

number of gauges and remove the radioisotopes to manufacture a 'dirty bomb." Another

commenter indicated that there has not been an increase in gauge thefts in recent years, and

that there is no evidence that thefts are for malevolent purposes, but rather it is likely that thefts

are more for personal or monetary gain.

Response: NRC agrees. As stated in the regulatory analysis for the proposed rule:

"Because of the small quantity of radioactive material In a portable gauge, the potential for its

malevolent use is small." Due to the quantity and physical characteristics of the radioactive

material used, portable gauges do not pose a substantial risk for malevolent purposes such as

a 'dirty bomb." Similarly, NRC has not identified any trend or information indicating that

reported thefts of portable gauges containing licensed material over the last 2 years resulted in

a substantial health and safety consequence. However, NRC Is still concerned abv the

continued loss of control of the licensed materials due to unauthorized removal or theft of

portable gauges, the multiple resource impacts in response to such events, and the potential

exposure to an individual, who come ii10igose contact with the source in the portable gauge. %

NRC believes that these additional requirements are needed to improve the control of the

licensed material and thus better protect the public from a potential health and safety risk.

Comment: One commenter stated that the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

has published guidance on the security of radioactive sources, on categorization of radioactive

sources, and on graded security measures based on potential hazard, vulnerability of the

source or device, and potential consequences of malevolent acts. In the interim guidance
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document on security of radioactive sources, the IAEA has categorized portable gauges as

Security Group C. Security measures that the IAEA recommended for Group C include one

technical measure that separates the source from unauthorized personnel. The commenter

stated that NRC's proposed rule exceeds the security measures recommended by the IAEA,

and believes that one technical measure is sufficient.

Response: In addition to one technical measure separating the source from

unauthorized personnel for Security Group C material (such as portable gauges), the IAEA also

recommends access control at the source location as sufficient security measure based on

potential hazard, vulnerability of the device, and potential consequences of malevolent acts.

This final rule is not based on common defense and security, but is based on protecting public

health and safety from=oential of radiation exposure as a result of unauthorized removal or

theft of portable gauges. Instead of one technical measure and access control as

recommended by IAEA, NRC believes that two technical measures are needed to sufficiently

control the portable gauge from unauthorized removal or theft in the United States. The IAEA

guidance on the Security of Radioactive Sources (TECDOC-1 355) is an interim guidance for

comment by its Member States, and has not been accepted by the United States. In general,

NRC may modify IAEA standards, as necessary, before adoption to meet NRC's regulatory

needs. NRC's current regulatory framework already requires the licensees to use one measure

of control in securing the portable gauges and has concluded that an additional measure is

necessary to reduce the number of unauthorized removal or theft of portable gauges. NRC has

issued several Information Notices to portable gauge licensees to emphasize the importance of

adequate control of the portable gauges; however, the number of unauthorized removals or

thefts of portable gauges has not decreased. NRC believes that an additional measure of

control is needed to reduce the current number.
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Comment: One commenter stated that "there's some psychology to be reckoned with"

because merely the suggestion for redesign of an important engineering tool might make

management much more amenable to require employees/authorized users to ensure that

gauges were secure.

Response: NRC's regulatory requirements are based on technical information and are

not based on psychological reactions of certain individuals. NRC believes that having two

independent physical controls is a tangible requirement that can be easily inspected and

evaluated.

More Enforcement.

Comment: Three commenters stated that stricter enforcement action against non-

compliant licensees would be better than more rules and would dramatically reduce the number

of gauges stolen. One commenter stated that rules are only as effective as their enforcement

and that current rules already require that gauges be secured against unauthorized removal.

Those licensees that are diligent about security do not have gauges stolen. The annual stolen

gauge rate Is extremely low (about 0.2 percent), so most licensees are doing a good job.

Those licensees that are not diligent or vigilant are unlikely to change as a result of a new rule.

Only Increased emphasis on inspection and enforcement of the security requirements is likely

to cause those licensees to change their ways.

Response: NP t ,lXa ils-lh e qu pns ndne teme F

efoufreiFfea iemnents-wo1IIbe-bebi thanar-e-ruls9LRC alsdisagrees that licensees,

who are diligent about security, do not have gauges stolen. Many gauges were stolen from

compliant licensees by thieves defeating current security measures NRC does not believe that

the existing security requirements are sufficient, and therefore, enforcement alone will not

dramatically reduce the number of unauthorized removals or thefts of portable gauges. NRC

believes that it is necessary to increase the current security measures to reduce the opportunity
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for unauthorized removal or theft. NRC does agree that more frequent inspections and

increased enforcement would reduce licensees' future security lapses, but would not affect

thefts where all procedures were followed and the thief still defeated the security measures.

NRC has and will continue to enforce security requirements for portable gauges.

Information Notice.

Comment: One commenter recommended that NRC rescind the rule and use

Information Notices to reduce the number of stolen gauges.

Response: NRC disagrees with the suggestion to use Information Notices as a means

to reduce the number of unauthorized removals or thefts of portable gauges. As indicated in

the notice of proposed rule (68 FR 45172; August 1, 2003), NRC has issued several

Information Notices in the past to remind licensees of their responsibilities concerning the

security of portable gauges, and there has been no change in the number of reported incidents

annually.

Root Cause Not Addressed.

Comment: One commenter claimed the proposed rule has not effectively addressed the

root cause of the problem nor is it consistent with a risk-informed, performance-based approach

to regulation.

Response: NRC disagrees with the comment. The NRC working group evaluated

various alternatives in developing and evaluating the proposed rule in light of comments.

Although certain alternatives might be more effective than the chosen one, the associated cost

impacts to the licensees' operations from such alternatives would be immense. For example,

the alternative of prohibiting the storage of portable gauges in vehicles might be more effective,

but the total resource impact on licensees is estimated to be more than $200 million per year.

This assumes each portable gauge operator would spend an additional 2 hours daily in

transporting the portable gauge to and from the licensed facility. NRC believes that requiring
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Comment: Licensing authorities are making and enforcing rules that could only be done

by trained security experts or mechanical engineers, even if they were justified.

Response: NRC does not believe that the additional security requirements will call for

security experts or engineers to implement. However, licensees and their operators are

required to have proper training to safely manage the nuclear materials including properly

securing and controlling the portable gauges.

Cost Implications.

Comment: One commenter stated that the NRC estimates of savings resulting from the

rule are speculative. The saving estimates from implementing the rule are based on the

optimistic assumption of a 50 percent reduction in the stolen gauges. This is speculative, as

there is no way to predict the actual reduction that may be achieved.

Resoonse: The percent reduction will be dependent, in part, on the type of physical

controls that licensees elect to use. If more enclosures are used to secure gauges, a higher

reduction In the percentage of unauthorized removal or theft of portable gauges would most

likely be achieved. In any event, NRC believes that adding one more tangible barrier as a

physical control will reduce the opportunity for unauthorized removal or theft. Given the wide

range of physical controls available for the licensees to select, NRC believes that an

assumption of a 50 percent reduction is reasonable.

Comment: One commenter stated that the cost is greater than what NRC proposes.

Response: Because the commenter did not provide a ighe'r cost-,I

cannot perform a comparison. NRC's cost estimate is based on the actual price of an item

listed by the vendors. The regulatory analysis for the proposed rule contains the assumptions

and unit costs used in calculating the total cost impact on licensees. Beeausethercommenter

did-not-provide-any-data-in support-of-a-higher-ost-impact,-NRC-is unabld-e1compare-the

commentsr's-cost estimate agaliinsTNRC's'estimate.
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are likely to end up in smelters, scrap yards, or incinerators is speculative. The other

commenter believes that most nuclear devices end up in scrap yards due to the difficulty of

disposing of the equipment and the associated cost. Another commenter stated that it is

unlikely that a discarded moisture/density gauge would be smelted down because of the use of

sensitive monitoring systems.

Response: NRC agrees that the probability is small for a portable gauge obtained by

unauthorized removal or theft to be smelted down and contaminate a steel processing plant.

However, the potential does exist. Based on historical data, less than half of the unauthorized

removals or thefts of portable gauges are recovered. After the September 2001, terrorist

events, more resources have been spent in recovery efforts to retrieve portable gauges from

unauthorized removal or theft due to heightened security concerns about loss of control of

radioactive materials. As a result, the recovery rate for portable gauges may have improved

K slightly over the past 2 yearseb-Ht--tHoIW Most gauges from unauthorized removal or theft

are abandoned or resold. This raises a concern about the potential public health and safety

risk. In past years, there have been cases where gauges were found in the environment and in

landfills, scrap yards, or recycling plants. For example, in June 2002, a portable gauge

containing a Cs-1 37 source was found at a steel mill's scrap-metal stream, and, in May 2002, a

portable moisture gauge containing Am-241 was discovered at a landfill by landfill personnel

sorting through the refuse. In both cases, the gauges were removed for proper disposition.

Many facilities are now equipped with radiation monitors, and sources are often detected and

removed early in the process. Nonetheless, the potential for radioactive material to enter a

metal recycling plant still exists. In fact, In 2001, a radioactive source was melted in a steel mill

in Florida. The total cost of the cleanup was more than $10 million. The State of Florida

suspected that the contamination was from a sealed source from a fixed gauge. Once the

radioactive source is melted, it is extremely difficult to determine the type of device that may
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have contained the source. Although steel mill contamination has never proven to be caused

by a portable gauge from unauthorized removal or theft, an abandoned portable gauge still

-poses a potential concern if it ever gets into a steel mill melt.

Comment: One commenter stated that if an abandoned gauge is deposited in a landfill,

the environmental impact would be insignificant.

Response: NRC disagrees with the comment. All licensed materials are required to be

properly controlled to ensure protection of public health and safety and the environment. Any

uncontrolled licensed material abandoned in the environment or disposed of in a landfill not

designed for managing licensed material poses a potential hazard to public health and safety

and to the environment. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 61, an Am-241 source used in a

portable gauge would be classified as a 'greater than Class C waste" and is not generally

acceptable for near-surface disposal (e.g., landfill). Given the amount and long half-life

(432 years) of Am-241 used in a portable gauge, the potential Impact would not be Insignificant.

X-Ray Fluorescence.

Comment: One commenter Is concerned about controlling lost or stolen generally

licensed devices because there are more in circulation than specifically licensed portable

devices. There are hundreds, perhaps even thousands, of portable X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

analyzers that have been distributed as generally licensed devices.

Response: Based on the NMED database, the number of reported Incidents of lost or '/

stolen XRF analyzers is extremely low)I n general, the amount of radioactive material used in

XljF analyzerg Is much smaller than the amount used for portable moisture/density gaug es.

r~ecaus) XRF analyzers are very small andc'are usually hand-held units, they can be easily

stored in the glove compartment or trunk of a vehicle, w*Av analyzers stored in this manner

are not visible or easily accessible, which reduces the possibility of opportunistic theft. For

these reasons, NRC does not believe that additional security requirements are needed for
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS
for

AMENDMENT to
10 CFR 30: RULES OF GENERAL APPLICABILITY TO DOMESTIC LICENSING OF

BYPRODUCT MATERIAL
for

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PORTABLE GAUGES

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVE:

Portable gauges are devices containing licensed material that are used to determine

physical properties such as density and moisture content of soil, concrete, and other materials

in a field setting. The most typical specifically licensed portable gauge in use today contains

two sources of radioactive materials: a sealed gamma source containing 0.30 to 0.37

gigabecquerels (8 tol 0 millicuries) of cesium-1 37 (Cs-1 37) used for density measurement and

a sealed neutron source containing 1.48 to 1.85 gigabecquerels (40 to 50 millicuries) of

americium-241Jberyllium (Am-241/Be) used for moisture content measurement. Other

radioactive materials have also been utilized in portable gauges.

There are approximately 1100 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) portable

gauge specific licensees and an additional 4000 Agreement State specific licensees. Since

portable gauge licensees often possess multiple portable gauges under the same license, there

are an estimated 22,000 to 25,000 portable gauges in use in the United States. Reports in the

NRC's Nuclear Materials Events Database (NMED) reveal that there have been approximately

450 gauges stolen since 1990. It is true that the number of incidents reported per year is small

when compared to the total number of gauges In use, that the amount of radioactive material in

a portable gauge is relatively small, and that the radioactive material is encapsulated in

stainless steel. Nevertheless, unauthorized removal or theft of a portable gauge still poses a

concern for public health and safety andfor the enyironment, especially, If the gauge is

abandoned 4nithe-envhroame,e is re e or is used inappropriately.

Under the proposed action, NRC would amend its regulations'to include specific'security

requirements for handling portable gauges in order to reduce the opportunity for unauthorized

removal or theft of gauges. The final rule would require a minimum of two independent physical

controls that form tangible barriers to secure portable gauges from unauthorized removal

whenever portable gauges are not under the control and constant surveillance of the licensee.



Alternative (1) -- No rulemaking alternative. Under the no rulemaking alternative, the NRC

would rely on the current regulations on domestic licensing of byproduct material and specific

guidance on portable gauge licenses. This alternative would require no current resources to

conduct a rulemaking. However, resources for reporting, recovery, and investigation of stolen

gauges will continue to be expended by the licensee, and local, state, and federal regulatory

and law enforcement agencies. Within this alternative, NRC may issue a policy statement or

revise existing guidance to emphasize the need for securing portable gauges. Resources for

issuing a policy or guidance would be much less than for a rulemaking. It is estimated to be

less than 0.5 full-time equivalent (FTE). However, this approach would not be as effective as

rulemaking because policy and guidance are not legally binding. In addition, Agreement States

are not required to adopt such policy or guidance into their regulatory programs.

Alternative (2) -- Amend NRC regulations to adopt more specific and more prescriptive

requirements such as the use of a permanently installed enclosure and locks with

shielded/protected shackledto secure specifically licensed portable gauges. Another example

would be to prohibit the unattended storage of portable gauges in or on vehicles or at locations

other than licensed facilities. These more prescriptive requirements would clearly delineate

exactly what is required for the security and control of portable gauges. For these prescriptive

requirements, licensees may be required to modify their existing vehicles used for transporting

portable gauges and to purchase new locks for securing these gauges. If unattended storage

would be prohibited, licensees may be required to return the portable gauge each day to a

licensed facility or to an alternate location for storage. Specific requirements would be applied

uniformly to licensees without consideration of differing practices and operating situations that

may exist. Although alternative (2) provides less degree of flexibility than alternative (3), it is

anticipated that it would further reduce the number of stolen gauges than alternative (3).

This alternative would require the development of a proposed rule followed by a final

rule. Public involvement would be through the publication of the proposed rule in the Federal

Register for notice and comment as provided by the Administrative Procedure Act. The

resources needed in the development of a rulemaking would be higher than the current staff

resources. NRC staff resources needed for this alternative are estimated to be 1.7 FTE staff

years.
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gauges, the corresponding rate of abandonment should also be reduced. Therefore, less

responses would be needed from law enforcement and fire department personnel. Fpr every

abandoned gauge discovered, it is assumed that on an average four fire fighters and two

policemen would be at the scene for two hours at $50/hr. For the purpose of this analysis, a

40 percent discovery rate of abandoned gauges is assumed along with a 70 percent reduction

for alternative (2) and 50 percent reduction for alternative (3) in stolen gauges. The estimated

cost savings due to fewer responses by law enforcement and fire department would be $8400

and $6000 for alternatives (2) and (3), respectively.
Calculations:

Alternative (2) projected savings =

50 events x 70% reduction x 40% discovery x 6 people x 2 hrs x $50/hr = $8400.

Alternative (3) projected savings =

50 events x 50% reduction x 40% discovery x 6 people x 2 hrs x $5a0/r = $6000.

Potential Cost Savings to Scrap Industry --By reducing the number of stolen gauges, there

could be potential cost savings to the scrap metal industry from a reduced possibility that

gauges might inadvertently be sent into scrap metal processing. Although quantitative

estimates of such savings are not being made In this analysis, some information indicates that

avoidance of melting of a gauge could save the scrap metal industry considerable

decontamination costs.

In 1995, a joint NRC-Agreement State working group evaluated the issue of the loss of

control of radioactive sources. The working group's final report NUREG-1551, "Final Report of

the NRC-Agreement State Working Group to Evaluate Control and Accountability of Licensed
Devices" (October 1996), included a recommendation to increase the oversight of sources and

devices meeting certain criteria. The report also contained cost estimates to the steel industry

resulting from the melting of improperly disposed of sources. The cost estimate for

decontamination and clean-up from the melting of sources in steel mills was about $12 million

per year from 1983 to 1995 based on experience (as reported by the steel industry) but with

high uncertainties. The report included both specifically and generally licensed devices for the

risk of source meltings in steel mills. The cost estimates reported did not include incidents at

large integrated steel mills for which the resultant clean up could cost as much as $100 million

for a single incident. There was a more recent incident involving a steel manufacturing
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gauge still poses a concern for public health and safety and/or environment whenever it is

stolen.

NRC published a proposed rule (68 FR 45172; August 1, 2003) in the Federal Register

to amend its regulations in § 30.34 and received eleven comment letters on the proposed rule.

After considering all comments and evaluating other control methods, NRC finds that the

security requirements in the proposed rule are still the best alternative for providing the most

flexibility for licensees to choose from a wide range of physical controls and for bearing the

least cost impact to the licensee for implementing the controls. Therefore, the final rule

contains the exact same requirements as the proposed rule.

II. PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is to amend NRC regulations to include specific security

requirements for handling portable gauges in order to reduce the opportunity for theft. The final

rule would require a minimum of two independent physical controls that form tangible barriers to

secure portable gauges from unauthorized removal whenever portable gauges are not under

the control and constant surveillance of the licensee. This final rule will apply to a licensee with

a portable gauge regardless of the location, situation, and activities involving the portable

gauge. At all times, the licensee will be required to either maintain control and constant

surveillance of the portable gauge or use a minimum of two independent physical controls to

secure the portable gauge.

Ill. NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

The theft of portable gauges poses a potential health and safety concern if the gauge is

abandoned inrthe-erinvte tv rris recycled in-a--steel millor is used inappropriately. The yearlyit
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Commissioner McGafflgan's Comments on SECY-04-0190

I approve the final rule set forth in SECY-04-0190 related to security requirements for portable
gauges containing byproduct material, subject to the attached edits and following comments.
The rule would require that port.IaIe gqauge .Ilensjee Must use "a ,ninim.Lr 1 oftwo independent
physical controls that form tangible barriers to secure portable gauges from unauthorized
removal whenever the portable gauges' are hot under the control and constant t~urVeillahce of
the licensee. I agree with the staff that health and safety concerns exist with respect to the loss
of control of portable gauges due to theft and the potential exposure to in$didua!s who may
come Into close contact with the sources. Further, I share the staffs concern regarding the
multiple resource Impacts In responding to thefts of-portable gauges.

There are an estimated 22,000 to 25,000 portable gauges In use In the United States. There
are approximately 5100 specific licensees for portable gauges In both Agreement States and
non-Agreement States. Approximately 50 gauges per year are stolen with a 40 percent
recovery rate. This means that approximately 30 gauges are stolen but not recovered each
year. Gauges that are not recovered pose a potential hazard to the public from exposure and
to the environment (should stolen gauges be disposed of in landfills, scrap yards, and the like).
Because the recovery rate Is low, the number of unrecovered gauges will continue to grow.
Therefore, this rulemaking is warrranted.

I am concerned, however, that the staffs interpretation of the rule In the Statements of
Consideration accompanying it does not sufficiently address a common form of theft. Over 2/3
of the-stolen gauges were taken from vehicles parked outside. In most instances the gauge
was secured with a metal chain to the open bed of a pickup truck. Frequently, the chain was
cut. The language of the rule, requires "two Independent physical controls,' and Is meant to
provide flexibility.to licensees in selecting controls. The purchase of an additional chain and
lock was analyzed in the staffs regulatory analysis. That analysis estimrated it would cost
licensees $115 to obtain. I believe that while the NRC wants to give licensees flexibility to
select-controls that are suitable for them, the deterrent value of a second chain Is not
substantial.

If a thief can cut through the first chain, it seems to be little deterrent to cut through a second
one.. In the draft FRN, In response to a commentor who made thps~ame p hnte, the staff stated
that "NRC believes that having two physical barriers, such as metal chains will have a deterrent
value by making unauioriz remo&calor Mftbof portable gauges mor diffcultnmore
time-consuming." The staff does not have any solid evidence to support this statement and I
believe it to be very dubious.

I understand that this Is a performance based rule. As stated in the proposed rule. FRN, the
expectation is that the physical barrierrs 1Would be designed 'and constructed of Mrateriia suitable
for securing the gauges from unauthorized removal." (68 F.R. 45,173) In addition, both of
these barriers must be defeated In order for the gauge to be stolen 'to deter -theft. y rsequIring a
more determined effort to rem ,ov'e the gauge." Therefore, the: two indepencent barders that the
licensee chooses will together have t be more difficult and more time-consuming tQ defeat
than only one of those two barriers. Adding a locked storage container that Is weldef to the
truck bed, or keeping the gauge chained Inside the cab of the truck, clearly would MnaPR the
gauge' more difficult to steal. 'It would be difficult for a licensee to argue takt simply alcinp
a.othqr chain to. gauge in the,,back , open Pickup .trtck wyould.qure a more deft~yine
effort" to steal unless the chains and hlocks are substantially large and difficult to cut..

.. or: to sta unes .th .- .... : .ni~' "I .
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Based on this argument, the staff should either update current guidance documents or create a
new one for use by licensees and NRC Inspectors and license reviewers. This guidance should
provide that the two independent barriers should clearly.increaste..%.e deterrence .va ueover that
of a single barrier and should make the gauge more difficult to steal, not lust by a second or
two. This guidance should include the example that if wop c~hains.a used, the new chain
should be substantially larger and more difficult to cut than the existing chain.

† . . ' ; i. . . .- *. . 1. . i.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 30

-RIN: 3150-AHO6 "

Security Requirements for Portable G 'gs Cotaiing Byprodut aterial

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnmission.'

ACTION: Final rule.

- ;m s -,,4io -N ;,R , . - r-in.'!g

SUMMARY: 'The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) isamening its regulations gov

the use of byproduct maternal in specifically licensed portable gauges. The final rule requires a

portable gauge licensee to use a minimum of two independent physical controls that form
.,.t);* X 3 > 1 . i i . . -. . !. 1|fj-4 ia. . i

tangible barriers to secure portable gauges from unauthorized removal whenever the portable

gauges are not under the control and constant surveillance of the licensee. The primary intent

of this rulemaking is to increase licensees' control of portable gauges to reduce the opportunity

fo gaugee tv or theft.
1 - . I - *; .-^ t - . . s :! t ,t -1 ,-

EFFECTIVE DATE: This final rule is effective on (Insert 180 days from date of publication).
.3

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lydia Chang, Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001,

telephone (301) 415-6319, e-mail Iwc1 Qnrc.aov.
- ' - , i ; - 'n' 4-.: -.



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Portable gauges are devices containing licensed material that are used to determine

physical properties (such as densityand moisture corltent .of sil,c co.crete, gdother materials)

in a field setting. The most commonly used portable gauges contain two encapsulated sources

of radioactive material. The first is a sealed gamma source containing 0,30 to 0.37

gigabecquerels (8 to10 millicuries) of cesium-137 (Cs-137) used to measure density. The

second source is a sealed neutron source containing 1.48 to 1.85 gigabecquerels (40 to

50 millicuries) of americium-241/beryllium (Am-241/Be) used to measure moisture content.

When not in use, portable gauges are generally stored in a permanent storage location within a

-licensed facility. Sometimes, portable gauges are stored at a jobsite, at a tem rystorage
i, - 'i: .'- -

location, or on a vehicle. When transporting a portable gauge in a vehicle, the gauge is often
: ~~~I. i ?', - - ii-'M, a ; .. ,;t.-

placed In a transportation case, and then is secured in or onto the vehicle.
L ;. f -- . -a ' . a . . : A ,

Under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, NRC together with the 33

Agreement Sta ,egulates byproduct material used in portable gauges, There are

approximately 1100 NRC specific licensees for portable gauges, in ,non-,Areement States and

approximately 4000 State specific licensees for portable gauges in Agreement States. There

are an estimated 22,000 to 25,000 portable gauges in use in tile United States
, ;,* ,, aa... .. -b st*t . ; 1 , ) L~ t lrt' i ii' r . j!T

Subpart I of 10 CFR Part 20 addresses storage and control of licensed material.

Specifically, § 20.1801, "Security of stored material,' requires licensees to secure from

unauthorized removal or access licensed materials that are stored in controlled or unrestricted

a 2



and that is not in storage.- Despite these requirements, the theft of portable gauges continues

at a rate of approximately 50 gauges per year with a less than 50-percent'recovery rate based

on reports in NRC's Nuclear Materials Events Database (NMED). More than two-thirds of the

stolen gauges¢w !weo. taken frQm vehicles parled-outgoors. ln most of these incidepts- the gauge

was in a V. S. Department of Transportation.(DOT)'"Type.A".transportatiQn case, which was

then securedwith. a metalchain to the.open.bed.9f.a pickup truck!. -Freqbently, the chain was

cut ortp transportation case,.was broken, and then the-gauge was.stolen. NR, has issued

several "Information Notices" to increase licensees' awareness of security concerns regafdin'g

portable gauges.- Howeverj theiyearly, numbernoftreported incidents has not changed in

responseito these notices. I - ' " ' ! '

,Athough. the am.,unt of-radioactive material used in a portable gauge.-s relatively small,

anp theradioactive material is,.encapsulated in.'stainless steel, unai4thorized removal' of po'rtable

gauge, still po.ses a potential public health and safety concemrnJA portable gauge that is not"o;v-
C O1V tAŽW

under. the chta licensee poses a potential radiation.hazard toihdividuals that may-i

come. into close contact with the source. It also creates a concern if the portable gauge that is

removed without author,4ation. .i -band.onod in thesenvironmeht, recycled. in a steel mill, or used

inappropriately.

:To reduce the potential risk to public health andsafety, a working group' with -

participation of personnel from the Agreement States of Florida and 'Akarisas-Advolop'e dthe-

proposed rule to impose security requirements for portable gauges to increase licensees'

controQl, .which1Yoy1jd reducet.he Oppprtunity forturnauthorized removal of the 'gaugers.n1The

security-requirements~ would r.equire that the portable gauge alicenseels must -use a rninimum-of!o
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two independent physical controls that form tangible barriers to secure portable' gauges from

unauthorized removal whenever the portable gauges are not- under'the control a'nd' constanit

surveillance of the licensee. The primary intent of this rulemaking is to increase the control of

portable gauges and.thereby reduce the opportunity for and the number of unauthorized

removalsor thefts of portable gauges and, 'as a result, reduce the potential impact to public

health and safety.. NRC-published a. notice of proposed rule (68'FR 45172; August 1; 2003)lin

the Federal Register with the opportunity for comment on the proposed agn6dnientS30 CFR

After considering all comments'receiVed on'the propased rule -ahd dvaluating

recommended alternative methods to increase the control of portable gCages, NRC finds that

the-requirements in the proposed-rule are the preferred-altern'ative-beecause they provide the

most flexibility for licensees .(permitting a-choice from a wide rangel f physical cIhtrols) without

imposing excessive-costs in imnplementing the controls. 'Th-eref 6re, the fit-l- rule ndht~a'is tthee i -

same requirements,-as theproppsed -rul; -.,, :, .3 4..ki 5 1:- il. > I

.. 'S>* y Summaryfo. Public Comments onwthe-Proposed Rule'

NRC received eleven comment letters on the, propos-ed rule. The commenters included

a member of the public, members of an industry advisory group, three licensees, a radiation

service company, two manufacturers, and three States. Copies of the public comments are

available for public inspection and copying for atfee atr the- NRC(Piubli- Dbcunibent Room,'1 1555

Rockville Pike:',;Rockville,"MD..u-. ;--, i S s j .. e : .. ,c;: i.; a ) xy ,, -,

- .-:t } *>r .- -. ,. ^-.;- !,1;£; .- * -. i ofI .,i - ,-.. -. ;- -m { , , -,..

Amnong-.:the-eqlevefrcomrnent letters, six- state'tbat ,tthey;,foily support thdegoal to reducet '

lost-or stoli-n-gauges;.two state tha tcurrenrt require men~ts a-eadVequate onJ hidicates that the '-



rule is well intended; one expresses the view that a double lock requirement may be excessive;

and one.believes that the current practice of using -a. chain to secure a portable gauge in an

open-bed pickup truck is not.adequate. -Among comments from the three States, one indicates

that the NRC proposed measures. do not go far enough; one states that the current regulatory

requirements are adequate; and one supports the goal of the rule but believes the proposed

rule to be impractical;. A.discussion of the comments and-NRC's responses follow:

Current. Requirements Adequate.

ommenF Onecormnrenter burlieves th& 6urityprocedures-to b'e adequate,'but is

confident that he can also comply with the language of thebpropi6ddd c5h7-n'6" -;

Response:. Althodigh certain' liiisee yhaVeadequate procedures for'securing the

portable gauges; NRC does-nodtbelieve th6c6Uridffit jpractice of havinhg 'one physi6al control is

sufficient to 'reduce the-current rate of pbrtable gauge theft. -.

;.. .omment: -TheVirginta Dparridhtof. Traiis'otatidn (VDIOT)Tis' not had'a'ny ga ges

stolen In the past 8 'years3 iiand; bblieVdC'thAtfth'e nurrenifsebritYb isUreir6 adequadte.".i -;-

-1 'WResmonse: "NRC disagrees dthat burrdfitfs6 i ty rneasures 'e adequate Ahh"glind'

portable auge has been rep frted 'f6tin from hRVDOT fo'rithep 'st 8y'ears, NR: note' th it there
1.7O

were0of -stolenaus tin thIComM'n MWealfth 6f Vi'a' s'- Tcefii'

reduc Jver,"al r ia t.,e,-ojPf vvedQW S e pl eyst is

necessary to inoreas67controls for or'tbibd'ga4e ; i A !. r tkQ.f'.&;

Malevolhnt Uselof Portable Gad& '-* - ' t. , 3.i ,',:

. . . . 4

C3ohirhnt: Four ' nt6ers'tb6a 'eVh' p6rt a geuges a n'o't Ikely to be id for
601- .f~ t - . .

mal 'olent purpbse Oni'e corentdi tated tahi-n8 bredibl' dtudy u-pports th'66nib'usion

that portable gauge's riight be Used fdr levble'ntirposes 6ithatgaugesa a subst6netial

risk of such use. That c6 hnfe'r!Iisod'dtated tftIfetiels nio id"'htif iibleie frn to'support the6

idea that i'idu'Ls'a'e etslin goIree i1ffe9a6 fiti sre. 'ne-



commenter questioned what resulted in the need for a very prescriptive rule for increased

security of these gaugessins a report t Congress in icatedortable

g smallunikely to be suitable for an effective radiological dispesion device

_RD).,,Another cQmm~enter stated that th e.potential.for.the.stolen gauges to be used in a

radiological dispersion device is minute because. it takes such a significant effort to steal a large

number of gauges. and .remove the radioisotopes~to.manufacture.a ."dirty bomb."--Another

commenter indicated that there has not been an increase in gauge.thefts inir~ecent years, and-.,

that there is no .evidence that thefts are for maleavolert9purposes, but ratherJt is likely that thefts

are more for personal os , orrl etary gain. :. . ; : . .: -, ,

Response .NRC agrees. As stated in the regulatory analysis for. the proposed:rule:

"Because.of the-small quantity of radioactivei-material in a portable gauge, the potential for its. -

malevolent use is small." Due to the quantityand p.hypsigapl characteristics of the radioactive

at~iallu s~ed, prtablegauges do not pq§s a4s.ubstaptial risI for malevolent purposes such as

a "dirty bomb.. .Similarly, !f3,C hasaotidertifieJ anyJtrendzor.nfornationindicating that.!

rep.orted.thefts of pqrtaPblP guges, .c~tpaijntin nljqpsje~d. materialovper.the Jat 2 y earg,,eslQted in

a sb tia he.alth.-,and ,safejty ponPsequenc,., IPweYer, :NR ,is. .JLc'-oncurned tthe..

coptinuqq js LcorntEa heensed atirials du eto ur.uthorizedrerxoyal orthevf t of -

portabigt,<,ges - mrnultipjl resource~i p.pctson to such ev en,.ardthe potential

exposure to an individual, who come into closeqcoirtacwtiwth-the siource.iln.the ,portable gauge.

NRC believes that these additional requirements are need p Rpnrolofjthe,:,,, v .

licenrsed +,aterial and thus btter prptqct th pybjqfrorna potential heIli and safety risk.

, Comment;' jPn ,te ,at,.3,eiJole.Lnat!io !,natomn; ,nergYgQen!Y.sJEAtYi:

has publishpcd gpidanpce ,on !securiy~of p,,tJvpsoures, prQ ategqriation of rqao pactive

sourcesand on grade s oj ppetial M t of th .

sourco r d.eyie, and potetial, ns uenqe mmalypl atthe-, tpeF. gujdapce
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document on security of radioactive sources, the IAEA has categorized portable gauges as

Security Group C. Security measures that the IAEA recommended for Group C include one

technical measure that separates.the source from unauthorized personnel. .;The commenter

stated that NRtC's proposed rule exceeds t hesecurity meas.ures.recommended by theAlAEA,

and believes that one technical measure is sufficient.

Response: In addition to one technical measure.separating the source from.-'

unauthorized personnel for Security G-roup C material (such-as portable gauges), the IAEA also

recommends access contrQl ,at the source location -as ufficient security measure based-on 4}.

potential Itazard, vulnerability of the 0evice, and poteniial .qonsequences- f.malevolent-acts.' ar

This final rule is not based on, common defense and security, but is' ba'sed on protecting public

health,and safety from potentialpf-rt.diation exposureas a result of unauthorized remoVal or

theft of portable gauges.. Jnstead of pnektechnicalonrfeasureand access control as i ,

recommended by IAEA, NRC believes that two technical measures are neededps~Ifflciently:,

control the portable gauge ironrp-.,n.autl,,qrized removal or~theft in the. Unite.d Stat es.he IAEA

guidance on;,.the Seqcurity pf- Ra io.,,tiv uoyrces. (TFCDOC7-,13.55) is an ilnerirmguidancefot:;

co m,,pty,^pitsMpember $ta,,te.,s,.anpd. als tbee,.ac.epte d by thJnitled States..ln general, .:

NRC mayrnpdify l - ,A standards, as necessary,, efore aot A /

needs. NRC's current regulatory framework already require umenss~toii;e Pb MnkeaSUrM

of contr!p in securing the portabJp g ygpes . Ja.ihas, -concluded that an additiona!,ineqaufe is V
tbrucn C eS

necessary to reduce the _W brraf voauthorizedTer~nyvloor teft of p rt able-,gaugegs NRClhas

issued several lnfqprgation Njlotices to pqrtable gaugeric-,sees to emphasizethe impbrtance of

adequate contrq! of thIp portab, egauvgfes tiowyver; tbeiunpeer Qf~uoauthoized. remofvalsorbu -

thefts of portabje gauges has not decre ased., NRCQbelevelsthat anaddi.tional measure of

control.is needCed o~reduce thp pCrrerlt number.. -, .i 7
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Rule Will not Prevent Thefts.

Comment:, Although several commenters sup'lort the NRC's security concerns, one

commenter stated that licensees are already required to secure gauges, but that-does not

prevent carelessness in their control. Securing gauges with two layers' of security will not

prevent thefts. . ;

Response:.. NRC agrees that the requirerments-would not nec essarily prevent

.carelebsness in the control of .gauges or hufmian error,!or ensuwre 'ompliaioe by all licensees.

Although NRC also agrees that additidnal sectwiftV meas'ures &&n',n6ft1tally'pAevente 1 '''

unauthorized removal or th-eft ofythe p`htbl'auges; re'uirin 'g n6fditional la9erof physical

control should deter.the likelihood of thfunauth6ori riioV~l'brteft . ,,., -.̂  F' t+' - ' --

:- -,omment: One comrmehter stated!that the rule nu l d not deter insider or

opportunistic thefts that occur becaus- of-Ja'es ichta leaving the keys in' a vehiclethati

containsagaugef g S -.*,"' - . . - -

Xe Reoonse. :'Although backgrdiUnd check'sand hWriN4 PractiMce c'ouPd potentially deter

theft by insidergs, NRC does 'not -b'elieve' .h .,.; thvefbiy mall htiirOber of thefts.'6rmrftted bV-

lnsidersWarrants-sudh additional xequqr-e.mntsj"Fbequiring licensees to uweAWo indep"endenf

physicalrcontrols 'hWldw reduce the risk of7Onauthddrizedr r'm'oval 6`'r-theft ofbbrtbe 'aUges"'

fromra variety ofcauses.s '-i e v O ' ,i- ;' ' ' - .' ''

:i Comment: One commenter stated thatlickersees .ar'eaready required by'regulations to

mainitain"'adequate security." Howvevethe'ci.rrentpDactice of l6aWing the gauge in thegopen

bed.of a pickup>-truck';chhifed to thedside:6fdtieti.rut1' tickin6de'a t iii'ib"lecause

gauges.-have been stolen.from'9the open bbd Dof-a pickup.-truck afterhthecanhainawas scut..

-.Resnonse:- NRC agrees that-all licensees are required to maintair'adequate security

and control of the licensed material. It appears thatzthe cu:rnfetpr6abices~are- not sufficient for,

control of portable gauges. NRC evaluated various alternatives in developing the proposed



though a typical portable gauge contains much lower activity than a radiography camera,

unauthorized removal or theft of such gauge still poses a potential health and safety risk-to the

public. As for higher-activity devices, NRC is taking appropriate actions to enhance security

and protect the common defense and security.

Comment: One commenter stated that even if the stolen gauge rate is reduced from

approximately 50 gauges per year to 25 gauges per year, it would not represent a meaningful

reduction in risk in the absence of any evidence that any harm has ever occurred to any

individual from a stolen portable gauge.

Response: NRC disagrees with the comment that the reduction would not represent a

meaningful reduction in risk. On an average, 50 portable gauges are stolen per year. Every

gauge-that is not recovered from unauthorized removal or theft poses a potential hazard to the

public. It is true that severe radiation injury has not been associated with unauthorized removal

or theft of portable gauges. Because the recovery rate is low, the number of unrecovered

gauges will continue to grow, posing potential risk to the public.

Change in Gauge Design.

Comment: One commenter indicated that if grocery-cart manufacturers can make the

wheels of their grocery carts lock if the cart is taken off the property, then portable gauge

manufacturers could make it easier for licensees to secure their gauges.

Response: NRC agrees that perhaps portable gauge manufacturers could make it

easier for licensees to secure the gauges, but it is not an NRC requirement that such changes

take place. Manufacturers are required to design the sealed sources and the devices to

operate safely. Because portable gauges are used by licensees in different situations and

stored in various locations, the licensees are in a better position to select the security measures

best suited for their situation.
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Comment: One commenter stated that manufacturers must be required to make

gauges "idiot-proof" and less attractive to thieves. The commenter suggests the portable

gauges be designed so that if a gauge is stolen, the radioactive material portion is sequestered.

Response: With the current portable gauge design, the sealed sources are inaccessible

and can not be readily removed by a member of the public when the gauge is in its locked

configuration. Because the commenter did not provide any details on the "sequestering"

technology, it is uncertain if it is feasible to implement or sufficient to protect the public health

and safety.

Comment: One commenter suggested the gauge be designed so that the source rod

has to be removed and stored separately.

Response: NRC does not believe that it is necessary to remove and store the source

rod separately. With the current design, the sealed sources are kept within a shielded

compartment inside the portable gauge providing protection for the workers. If the sealed

source and the source rod would have to be removed and stored separately, it would greatly

increase the radiation exposure to workers from removal of the source rods and from having

multiple storage sites. Additionally, the removed sealed source and the source rod would

present a greater risk to the public if the licensee were to lose control of the material.

Therefore, NRC does not believe there would be sufficient benefit from requiring removal of the

sealed source or the source rod.

Comment: A commenter suggests that a "secured key" be required for locks.

Response: NRC does not believe that it is necessary to require aely for locks.

Based on the NMED data, stolen gauges are not linked to a stolen key. Therefore, it would not

be cost effective to incorporate a secured key system as means to reduce the opportunity for

unauthorized removal or theft of a gauge.

12



two independent physical controls will reduce the likelihood of unauthorized removal or theft of

portable gauges while minimizing cost impacts to the licensees.

Visibility Issue.

Comment: Four commenters suggested that the rule should address the visibility of the

gauge (e.g., thief sees it, thinks it's valuable, and steals it). One of the commenters also stated

that methods that reduce the visibility of devices are just as important as tangible barriers in

preventing theft because most thefts occur when gauges arE3hghly visible (i.e., in open-bed

trucks). Keeping a gauge inside a box where it is not visible is an effective physical control.

Response: NRC agrees that portable gauges are often stolen because the thief

perceives that the transportation case contains valuable commercial equipment. NRC also

agrees that there could be benefits from keeping the portable gauge and its transportation case

out of sight or covered any time they are not under the control of the operator. NRC considered

this and other various approaches to address the visibility issue, but rejected them as costly,

impractical, or contrary to other regulatory requirements, and of questionable effectiveness.

For example, NRC considered requiring that the gauge and its transportation case be covered,

but the DOT staff informed the NRC staff that such covering of portable gauges during

transport would be inconsistent with DOT regulations and defeats the intent of the requirements

for labels and markings of portable gauges containing radioactive materials. Requiring the use

of a cover to conceal the portable gauge and its transportation case could place licensees in

non-compliance with DOT requirements. NRC also considered requiring use of an uenclosureH

as a means to address th yit<bility problem. However, requiring the use of an enclosure would

have significant cost impact on licensees that might not be commensurate with the potential

benefit gained. Because the rule does not prescribe specific methods for physical control, a

licensee will have the flexibility to select an enclosure as one of the two independent physical

controls if it were deemed beneficial for its situation. NRC believes it is necessary to have this

15



flexibility for licensees because of the high number of licensees affected, each of which may

vary in its operating and financial conditions.

There are many methods that could be used to secure the gauge and its transportation

case, which could also keep the gauge and its transportation case out of sight. NRC does not

believe it is cost-effective to require additional requirements for such purpose. NRC believes

that regulations should provide sufficient flexibility to allow licensees to select the two

independent physical controls to prevent the unauthorized removal of the portable gauges that

best fit a licensee's needs.

Accessibility Issue.

Comment: According to an Agreement State, it requires portable gauges to be returned

to an approved storage location after work when the temporary job-site is within 93 kilometers

(50 miles) of an approved storage location.

Response: NRC considered requiring the return of portable gauges to an approved

storage location daily. However, NRC believes that making it a requirement applicable to all

licensees would not be feasible and would not be cost efficient due to the time spent

transporting the gauges back and forth from licensed facilities. In the regulatory analysis

performed for the proposed rule, NRC evaluated several options including the option of daily

return of portable gauges to a permanent storage location. Based on the estimated cost impact

of this option, NRC determined that the cost would be excessive considering potential benefits

gained from such a requirement.

Comment: One commenter stated that the rule is not likely to be effective because it

does not address the critical factors that lead to theft. Clearly, two key factors in the theft of

gauges are visibility (open-bed truck) and accessibility (parking location). The fact that chains

are frequently cut indicates that physical controls alone are not sufficient to deter a determined

individual. The NRC rule does not address visibility or accessibility, but focuses on tangible

16



barriers. NRC states that having to defeat two tangible barriers will deter fts by requiring a

more determined effort to remove the gauge. However, if a thief is able Ut one chain or lock, a

second chain or lock hardlyzs-ems-like-muchlof-an additional deterrent.

:Response: NRC agrees that-using two metal chains as physical barriers instead of one

may not be the most effective means of control. Although the use of metal chains' is not the

most desirable control method, NRC does want to give licensees flexibilityvto s'elect the 6ohtrols

that are suitable for them. NRC( encouragesilcensees sto tor 'ig i 'a e p ianen't location

and not in vehicles, but NRC d t w iahto make it-6roquire' t ba'au ' Pthe 06Wfltiai '*' - i~s is a De r'OtecmaV e oSe',
economic impacts on licensesesI. Wt a j roux e
chadlms~l Poee R a n eI@rz~io lrt,~ :a bl

my ~ ~ o g 9JC - : - tre-'-: I.j' t J O

Too Prescriptive and Not' Performantre-Based. 'C c\\o iV t.Eai-, r
-~~~~~- c! r--ev c t lc

Cornit'eft: Three coitni'rfenirs indi6ated'that tlie rule'i"s"too p'cijpthue; Specifi6all0i;'

one cornrnenter stated that the' rul&Wouldn-6 -'nbeeffectiv6i'ri all ca-s~e would le-ad tod ';

mistiunderstahdings about what is being required kAiothe'ri'co"n'm'nterstate' that the ru

dictates toolmuch detail tnd Wo'uid seOverely limit thd licensees' ability to be creative-in '' - f

controlling portable gauge's. Anothdk cbmmenteristared that the rule6is'16nc6nsistent with the

NRCs's pefrftnman'cei based'e..gObattrS' philosophy. Theruleis far rr 6sriptii6' than the Gino

existing rules -in 10 CFR 20.1801 'and 20.1802, which address the sedu'tity-of radioactive' ' '

material in a'peiiorma'nce-based mnner without specifying the" rn'eth'ods-to be'used. This rule

ip6ecifles both the method'bf contrbFand the 6nTffiber of controls required, which prescriptively

limits the licensee's choice of methods for complying with the- rule.6 The cormrnter 'suggested

that other methods, such as reducing the visibility of devices are just as 'importa'nt.; Keeping a '

gauge inside abox where it is 'not visible'is'atCeffectiVe--physical control. .ALidible and visual

alamarealso effective ph~ysial controls for deterring %h'eft? Secit x4pe ts' {e'o'mmernd
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layers of protection involving a variety of-methods, such as these.. By narrowly'prescribing that

tangible barriers as the only method of compliance, the rule may reduce a licensee's incentive

to use other effective means to deter thefts. Deterrence of theft is largely a matter of common

sense, which cannot be mandated by rule or regulation. The.situations.under which portable

gauges may, be used and stored vary so widely that no prescriptive rule Will be practical or

effeptive for all situations.?, .: --. . . '

.- Response; ,NRC disagrees with tIe commenters that the. rule is too prescriptive. This

rule does not prescrjbe,ape.cific physical control .that.needs to, be used to secure portable

gauges., Lcenseq.,s have pptipns.inns electig fromr a.wide range of physical controls.i. Of - ;, I

course, there are some physical controls that are moreaeffective than others. .Although options

such as storing gauges inside a building or in an enclosure, may be effective control methods,-

factors such as cost impact and variation in licen sesI pqratiopIs must also b Ieacererd

when, .cnsidering .thecntrl ,r.nthodst .T eefore, requiring T.a minimumrof two phy.ical

controls" affords a licensee ftjlexi~bility ,ppcop e3eapprpriate i~n~dopeaJn physical; :. ..

controls.to meoits situatiorn, ar ,a~t thes,,ne time P.oyi sufticiOepterjtyjprthe. portsble

gauges. Lesseqesca ,n u>se,, mqectoqpls in udditiputo t the rule. .Whnte.

develioping the rule, the..w woki~pg groyp consipred, .vrious Qnrol methosinc~luding ,a, udible,

alnd visualalarr s for vphicles. -N p.beiev es .pot bec cost efectjyetofaek~eseq

requirermentswbp constioyng tha: %(1.) a smalJ p, ,er4g. of unku~hpnizad removalaor thets

of portable gapuges wasassociated withvehies. b.,,eing s~qlent,(?) tkwpjyJig tep~ .o ,ignoj, ,

alarms; .and,(3) thealarms would haaypano, oriritte.d ,impapt.n,un authorid ,reovalho thef .Q

pqrta4JR gaugq~ loqjqpqn.bq0,truq s_ ;I d.r. .,, .-i< *.. v,- - ¼f

Requirements Not Practical., . -. ,'

CGomment .O. ne cormetsat. that me.th.ods prpposed fr Oeuring gauges in

vehicls are-,impractic-aorc-olstJy. PpOrtae gauges must be gQadte d .snwd ilad.tf-ror vehicle-
8 A . .
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Comment: Licensing authorities are making and enforcing rules that could only be done

by trained security exports or mechanical engineers, even if they were justified.

Response: NRC does not believesthat the additional security requirements will call for

security experts or engineers.to,implement.-r-However, licensees and their operators-are

required to have proper training to safely manage .th nuclear materials' including properly

securing and controlling the portable gauges. -i, '-.

Cost Implications. :'. -' ',

Commentf-One commenter stated that the NRC estimates of sa'ving's resulting from the

rule are speculative. The saving estimfates from implementing the rule are' based on the: A

optimistic assumption of a 50 percent reduction in the stolen gauges. This is speculative, as

there. is -no way to predict the actual reduction that may be achieved. .2 - '.-

Resonse: -Thepercent reduction will bedependent'in 'fl;onthe type' dphysrcal

controls that l licensees elect to use. ltfrriore erincos'ures are used to securdggaUge4,-a'iigher '

reduction.in the.peicentagedof .unauthorized removal Oritheft of portable!gduge6'&Would 'most

likely be achieved. In ahy event, NRCi believes that addihg,'une inorebtangibld 6barrieriaa

physical-control will reduceithe opportunity for unauthorized removal or theft. 'Given the Wide,:}.

range of physical controls available for-the licensees to select,NRC;believes that an '

assumption of a 50 percent reduction is reasonable. .

Comment: One-commenterstated that:the cost is greater than what NR.C-proposes.

'Response: 'Because the commenter-did-not provide any basis for. high" r cost, NRC

cannot perform a comp'arison. NRC's-cost 'stimate is based o6nthe`acthal price of an item

listed by.the vendors.- TheTelegtlotory analysis for th!proposed nile '&6ntalng th6.'assufn tions

and unit costs used in calculating the total cost imrpact-on-licensees.: Because the cnmrmenter

did not--provide any data' insupp rt of-a higher cost imp'ct,;NRCis unable.to compate' X

commbnter's costrestimate-agaihstf NRVCs-sti ate., -'
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Comment: Two commenters believe that the rule would have a negative economic

impact. One commenter believes that increased regulatory requirements and costs will have a

negative impact on the sales and use of portable gauges. The other commenter believes that

the economic..impact on the-construction material-testing industry will bewide-spread. -The -

commenter stated that the use of portable gauges provides significant benefits in terms of the

quality, safety, and longevity of roads. No other technology is as effective for measurement of

the properties of materials in road construction as nuclear gauges.

Response: NRC.disagrees with the comment. In determining.viableoptions,'NRC

-considered cost to industry-versus any potential benefit. iThe rule..would Be unlikely to have a

major impact on sales and use of portable gauge u t

Based on estimates, a $200 average increase in. the cost of portable gauge use per licensee is -

piai~eycmllwhen-compared,,tto the. cost o~f.a gaUgeiof ~approximate Wuyin

(te u~br-knatloizd.remQo.vals.or-.-thefts.-l.ofiportable''gau~ges -might haVetas' asimpat

s,.bcas.e.^lins~e.--fmay.need to-;r eplace.easm-a!!er.~nuimb)er.:oftgau gstroughout~thisTr:

rulemaJcing, .tP.R has. rnmaine, rri mind~ful.rotcost'impacts, onrlic_..nisees. ,NRC's goal In this. ..S

rule ma.Wng is-notAto decrease por.tables gauge .use..-iTh-is regulation mayislightly increase the -

cost of portable gauge. Usae but this. cost must be balanced aga.,ginst-impropving the .security and

control of portakle gauges, .- L., -0.'.

Comment: One -commenter: stated that additional .regulations: represent an undue

hardshipIQ por.ta blQgaugeaiipensBeas. .: A financial bur.den.nto.a large licensee, at acost of $114

thousand is. unacceptable, given the limited-:potential in reducinrg the number of stolen'gauges.

;,c,.>Response:: Th..e NRCO-disagrees -owiththe comment. Witb the estimated cost impact of-,

about $200Qper-gauge, NRC does not believaethe increased.cost would.result in an undue ,

hardship. r pohrtablegauge. ic~eos.es.':T.here are noo than 5,000 portable-gauge Jicensees. If

the cost impact on the largest licensee Is only approxirnrteiy $114thousand, it cemonstrates .

L ,.22
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that the additional requirements would not appear to create an undue hardship, especially when

licensees have flexibility in selecting the method of physical controls.

Comment: A State commenter indicated that making changes to meet the new

requirements would result in a.large..expenditure:to taxpayers. -

Response: NRC disagrees with the comment. An average of $200 increase per gauge

is small .when compared to the resources spent by'State and Federal law enforcement and

regulatory personnel in response to, and in investigating, incidents'involviig unauthorizd "

removalbr theft of portable gauges..-.. ..

Comment: One.comrMn6ter predicts an increase in reporting of lost ard stolen gau9gs

as licensees find they cannot afford either compliance With the prbposed rules or lawful disposal

of the gauge sealed source.. -. a -;

Response: NRC disagreedsVVith.the comm.enters prediction of iricreuee' reporting' dt'e

tob cost to:1comply-with the rule requirements or to dispose of the source naterial- NRC doesino

believed that the increased costs vtill force licensees to dispose of th6'dedices improprly.:.

DLipepdirigson.the. physical-control selectdJ the'cost impa'ct may be as loivIas' $1O0per guged

for using a chgin/cable-with a lock or $500 per gaug efor"use of asecured metal enclosure, i

The. disposal cost for each gauge is about $450 d is Waived b ne of a

Impact on Landfills, Steel Mills. Scrap Yardand the Envlibhment. ';: ' * ., i ..

- -CommrtndntiThree' commbnters indidated is unrlikely that a stolen gauge wo:ld bd ' I

smelted ihtcrap'-'steel pocessing facililies. According to one 'ohimehnter, there'is'norevidence'

atitstoleln gauges are more likely 'to'ed WbpOat th6se facilities 'than gaues which are not stolen.

NRC claim's that most stolen gauges would be abandoned by the thief and are likely to end up

in such pladbs as scrap yards anid 6mnlters.:1n fat,; the miaJorityV6f ga ug'es (51FPercent) afe

recovredd'ccbirding to NRC`fiJiit'efor the 'rakst'2tCa rs(SECY.O3-0 0a). That fhemiraiderf
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are likely to end up in smelters, scrap yards, or incinerators is speculative. The

commenter believes that most nuclear devices end up in scrap yards due to the difficulty of

disposing of the equipment and the associatedcost.. Another commenter stated that it is

unlikely that a discarded moisture/density gauge would be smelted down because of the use of

sensitive monitoring systems. . . .

Response: N..RC.agrees that the probability is small for a portable gauge obtained by

unauthorized removal, or-theft to be smelted down-and contaminatea-.steel processing. plant.

/However, the potential does exist. Based on historical data, less than half.-of the unauthorized

removals or thefts of portable gauges are recovered;.:,,After.the: September 2001 ,.terrorist

zevents, more resources have been spent in recovery efforts to retrieve portable gauges from

unauthorized removal or theft due to heightened security concerns aboutloss bf control of

radioactive materials, As a. result,.the recovery rate for portable gauges.rnay hayeimproved

slightly o,,er the past.2 years, but it is still: low. Most-gauges from uhauthorizedremoval or theft

are abandonedior reAstd.4.This raises .;aconcerniabolot the potential. public.health.and safety; "-en

ris ,ln p,,astyears,:there have been.cases where, gauges were found in the qnvironr ent andin'

landfills, scrap ya~rds, Qrrecyclingjplar#ts.;. For. ,eamplen June-2002 a podablegauge .

con~taining ~s,-j3T7surcewap:w.afsf unn~t a 6teselmill's scrap-metal-.:stream, and, in May 2002, a'

portable moisture gauge containing Am- 241 was discovered at ,a. la l y rid p -rpsn_ .. I

sorting through the refuse. - s~es, te -gAugseyre rer e -fpr prop. ,disposition.

Many facilities are now eqyjpped. with radiation. monitors, and sourpqesarppftendetected and

removed early in the .process. -Nonetheless, the Potent. a for. radioactive rppaitperlj enter a ;

Mejtal.Ircycling pat stjl!.exsts., jn f. ct, 2QQ1 ,re..iQaQtiVe Rspurce was melte~in, a, sJte,.el, mnill

inFlprjOr.da The tptal cQsIt of thecpapupa p wa,. 1moe,.thn $10 million. Th.e. State of Floida'

suspecpted. that the 9ont.jrinion.wa§s ,frm a ea,led source frorm afix, e auge.,Qncethe

radoact~iv~esourc~is rne.lt~e~, it.is exr nely~dyfitsto detewrmineD t>he esf.ev ice that may -
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have contained the source. Although steel mill contamination has never proven to beOcaused

by a portable. gauge from unauthorized removal or theft, an abandoned portable gauge still

poses a potential concern if it ever gets into a steel mill melt. -

Comment: One commenter statedlthat: ifan abandoned gauge is deposited in a landfill,

the environmental impact would be insignificant. -

Response- NRC disagrees with the comment. ..All licensed materials are required to be

propserly controlled to ensure protection of public health-and safety and theenvironmrent. A Any>;

uncontrolled licensed material abandoned In the environment or disposed of in a landfill not

desigred for man.aging hicens~eimaterial. poses:a potential hazard to-public health and safe'ty

and to the environment. In accordance with 10CFR Part-61Van Am 241 source Used in a-

portable gauge would be classified as a "greater than Class C waste" apd-snge rally

acceptable for near-surface dia=dfl1T- iVan the amount anid long half-life <

- 432 years) of Am-241 used in a portable gauge, the potential impact would not be insignificant

X-Ray Fluorescence. e.

,. -7Comment: Qnq corprnenter is concered about controlling lost..or stolen generally

licspe.0 pv- Jcbqs u,%rnprahlr e.mocre.-iiirculation than~specifically licensed portable; '.

devices There ,are hundreds, pprbaps.even Thousands, of pprtable XfRay Fluorepcence (XRF) '

,analy.,z~xss tmat&av;e*b~*,r;di.~rhtea Is g ylie: e..E.~y~s Us it i$,. i-;r iult

,,Response: ;Based! on the NMED databgase, the ryumber of reported incidents-of lost or --.

stolen XRF analyzers is ext~remely low., ,n-general, the amount of radioactive material used in

XRF analyzers is much smaller than the amount used for portable moisture/density gauges.

Because XRF analyzers are very small .fnd-ace-usmallyhand-held units, they can be easily

stored in the glove compartment or trunk of a vehicle. The XRF analyzers stored in this manner

are not visible or easily accessible, which reduces the possibility of opportunistic theft. For

these reasons, NRC does not believe that additional security requirements are needed for
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generally licensed XRF analyzers at this time; therefore, this comment is not within the scope of

this rulemaking. -

Comment: An Agreement State commenter indicated that it specifically licenses all

portable nuclejar gauges including lead paint analyzers.. .

Response: Whether a nuclear device is specifically or generally licensed depends on

the design- of the device-and other factors. .In general, most moisture/density gauges are

specifically licensed whereas most chemical detectors and lead paint analyzers are generally

licensed by either NRC or the Agreement StateswiNRC regulations establish thd basicd .

requirements. Depending on the -comrpatibility categories, individual Agieem.et St'ates may,-

impose more stringent requiretnents'depehdir'iohtth'eir specifichneeds'. -f ir.

' -. f -tr;1 F 4w j S e A # j , >r s

§ 30.34 Terms and conditions of licenses. .....%.y . i

*Aftericoqnsidering public comrriment -and continuing infor'rb'al :disJuissio'n with the' IOT staff,

it was decided that-no changes wouldlbe.madneato thei'proposedwrule.i 'The finial--rule' bo6'nlns the

exact.same requirements-'as the ;propo'sed rule:. Therefore, th6eYre.quire heiits state that each'

portable gauge licensee shall f if copen V sid asntrols -thatforimb-

tangible barriers to secure portable gauges from ,ifiauthorized removalw~vhenever portable

gauges are not under the control and-constant surveillance of the licensee. - -

* " CrImIna! Penalties ;
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made in the requirements from the proposed rule to the final rule, the environmental

assessment has not been changed. The environmental assessment and finding of no

significant impact are available for inspection at the NRC Public Document Room, Public File

Area 01 F21, One. White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland. Single copies

of the environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact are available from Lydia

Chang, telephone (301) 415-6319,'e-mailIwc1 @nrc.gov, of the:Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards.

.Paperwork Reduction Act Stat'ement

This final rule does not contain new or amended information collection requiremenfs

subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of'- 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501.;et:seq.). Existing '-

requirements were approved by the Office of ManagtenMht and Budet (OMB) "'approval -i

number 3150-0017.

Public Protection Notification

NRC may not cbnduct nor sponsor, arid a persoris not required to respond to. a

request for information or an information collection requirement uhnles 'the requ-e'stii--

document displays a currently valid OMB 'control numnbert'

: Regulatory Analysis-:. -

,'~ ~ ,;' -! :- .' ;

in- ''*'the proposed rule, the Commission equeed public comment on the draft regulatory

analysis 'sp ctf icali 6n 'tl 'cot 't6 lib'ensee 'N -6&,meint' we're recei:ved onthedraft
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regulatory analysis. However, one of the comments received on the proposed rule indicated

that the cost per unit in most cases will be substantially greater than NRC's estimate; Because.

a licensee has flexibility in selecting the physical controls to be used in securing a portable

gauge, the actual cost would depend 6n the controls selected. The cost per unit could range

frorn.$100 for a metal cable to $400 for a simple metal tool box,-to even a higher cost for a

more elaborately designed metal enclosure.. In the. regulatory analysis, an average of $200 was

used.

The Commission has finalized the regulatory analysis on this regulation. The analysis

examines the costs and benefits of the alternatives considered bly the Commission. The

analysis is available for inspection in the NRC Public Document Room, Public File Area 01 F21,

One White Flint North, 11 55.5-Rockville Pike, RQckville,- MD.- Single copies of the regulatory

analysis are available frorRLydia Chang, telephone (301) 415-631.9, e-mail, ]wc1 @nrc.ov, of.

the Office. ofuclearJ4-MateriglSafety andSafeguards. c- f ; ; .'.,: ..

--af.g; T.,-,

Regulatory Flexibility Certification

As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the Commission

certifiestEatth ihsrujIe wilt QI 911 a~v PA~ S i 9El, nQtP9o, P qip p jmptAop an ..,6. Art! iia, iru of

small entitis.- T.h.e final ruleyyqujdlaffect. about 10,Q0 porta.le gauge specific. NRC licensees:i

and an additional 4000 Agreement State spepificJipensepes. These, licenses are issued -

principally to companies involved in road constructiorsnd maintenance. Many portable gauge

licensees would qualify as small businrsl biies pA~qied by 10 CFR 2.810. However, the

final rule is not expected to have a significant economic impact on these licensees. Based on

the regulatory anadlysis ,copd.,cId fP!: t1h, pt;ion, tIle costs of .l e final uej p.tfe.ted9liensees

are estimated att 9$2Opper -gauge.An-Am9 Yr .Js a teqpel vesctosidep r ed, N .elieves that
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Under this.alternative, each licensee would also be required to -control and maintain

constant surveillance.,of portable.gauges whenever portable gauges are not secured with a .

minimum.of two physical controls. This.portion of the revised requirements is consistent with

the existing requirement in 10 CFR 20.1802; therefore, no cost impact to the licensees is

anticipated for such control.and surveillance. > 3 ' .; , itJtit

, Based on the 20 pJercentAOpercent, and 40Wpercent'assumed ratio of control mdthods'

selected by .^the licensees as, discussed aboveJ the'estimated national impact! for implementing

alternative .(3) would range.from $4.5 to $5.1. million, .There are .approximately 5100 affected

NRC and Agreement£,State: licensees." Licensees may have as little as one gauge bras many

as ten: or more gauges,-with a nationaliaverage -.of,'about five 'gauges pgriiaeseet .Eepending

on the security control:method-selected,-each-lrcten'see rnay incu beteen,'$0 to $4000 to: ~tJi -

ensure implementation for all, of its licen'se., portable gauges. Baseddno the AssUmptions stated

above, an average one-time unit cost on a national basis will be around $200 per gauge1'*ithf'-ti;

correspondirn.tional average of-aboit O' perl'icenisee'asstis ing five gaug es iicensee

for implementing alternative (3). Total annual costs for providing security for new gauges is

estimated at $206,000 assuming the ame ratio for control methods selected as for t ie i i tf&g

gaug s. 4..'- '.I2s;1'A_ e.{W it. Ž ;! :-s ~ ) T;i -:. .: n~~~$ '{;iJ ll.. jf (! '.J .'¶* 'f .

Cosit fo'r;NP NARC inll fitallin MUa 'O'erda'toiis,' 'Bot6 ialtern-ii ives f(2) alid(^)':woid r'ln

NCimpefetio elst eSi'ii'ly NotWoi8icr .t..ilpa; ue, and to revise

thee tingA uidbeonts I -abl-'t.!-NRQ G ,S, .ie'dedfodevlo.i 'he

proposed'' ru, c'm'pI tingih'e' fialu;'a id'-r.id hth'e gdid f isfiii'ated VO6bpleit

NRC resources is aliticipated for lnmipJementation of the revised irements. ,The staff also-

anticlpatbes'no sign~ificaht~i6'jiact 6oi9'fRCtresourcess'expibriddd '&fobti'i e irispettior@''if&;*X

Cost for State Implementation --Both alternatives (2) and (3) would resultin Agreementi

.States adap'i gn1' the' del6v-sU Ie r iT N, i 9

cNR ,tibilfVc'ategors, t" 'se 'tireni'sothperefi&hn arraeiState shenultds the saas

essentialobjectives of the rule. The compatibility category "C" requirements would be'n6ded

to avoid conflict, duplication, gaps, or the conditions that would jeopardize an orderly pattern in

*W -:'Vi6d -T - -. - . .
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the regulation .of. agreement material on a nationwide basis. Adoption of the essential

objectives can be done through promulgating.a comparable rule,;issuing orders, revising state

guidance, or adding or revising individual license conditions. Since each of the 32 Agreement

States may choose different implementation mechanisms, it is'difficult to estimate the

implementation costs for each Agreement State. However,.it is anticipated that implementation

costs..for each tstate wo.uld-be much lower:thari the implementation cost for the.NRC bedause

the Agreem.ent States:do not need to spend resources.in.developing and evaluating various v n

altemrnatives to come up with .the revised requiremnents. .It is atssumed that 75 perceht of the

Agreement States Would promulgatejstatqregulations with anraverage edxpenditure of one

quarter.FTE, and the lemainiog Agreement States would.use.other rm~bchan smr§ at 0.1 FTE per

state on averalge. The total estimated!state~imprementation costs.-would be around $680,000

using an assumd hourly-rate of $50 and'250 working days per year. '-

CaIculation:., t ! . #* * -; t. - t . - - * - ,, -

,- 11j ,>j 23?tastate 75%XO.?5 + 32 25%ateqx2 O.5 FE,>0/rt2,O0 J$680000

BENEFITS .. ,- . . .f'. .r' ) 'g ; 'Iwf -: - ' ef i e,. i . ,

By requiring additional controls, it is expected that both alternatives (2) and (3) would

reduce the number of unauthorized removals or thefts of portable gauges. Although the term

uunath oqremno.vai c~IOqPiL,.~u*,q ~ ,4

rnorje..9on$,ry~,ea~tJi'. apippr~aw~cl~a §p0\ jy1 9leconssdere~ltJi*estnaiedj~ee~,f ij~ea~tQihqredusotiQn of;
*theft p ~p?"lab,p -.9.... a~ugoesyt>r,,-aJ fit~~i~o ,hvba vein ata+rebjysrp ,esytiogri.ithwe .ofthef of _aygs. p m t4e etoJ

/ portle. gau.,ge;,s, je _econonic. beqnqfits .,adexposre aversionbenfits,.i n.d.itiopjiere,

lessq -ta !e-b fits- , in ii t -tcuri-i pubi-domal,,

of radioaqJIye,,T.M0sIa ;rIT proy e~Lcan .imr.the cr ,cdibiiV pf NJC Jand h~ Agr?§MrPnet.

States. Therefore, this rulemaking could further the goal , f-teq.the

public.

Summary of Economic-Benefits .fEcoqinoi , qef it~s re.sult from reouctio, ,, .

associat.,e,,d.ith tjt ,of portabl e g9u9 thruRe, ,d, c, Ie c'deR ;heft!hq.eThe,

cos ,,,,r 3, .,,/ ,: f.'_i;' = l-k s .,i ! t, ,:e- r ;7a! , ;*, i. f+

- - ./ , . : , - ,
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Comments from Commissioner Merrifield on SECY-04-0190:

I approve, with amplifying comments proved below, the staff recommendations in SECY-04-
0190 concerning issuing a final rule on increasing security requirements for portable gauges
containing byproduct material. Since early in my tenure as a Commissioner I have been
concerned about the number of such gauges which have been stolen, even though they may
pose a low overall risk. I believe the recommended course of action is appropriate.

I have no comments on the rule language. However, as part of this rulemaking, staff should
develop appropriate guidance for licensees and Agreement States to more clearly define the
phrase 'two independent physical controls that form tangible barriers". I would expect each
independent tangible barrier to add a deterrence and a delay capability. For example, I would
not expect that simply having two chains with locks would satisfy the rule unless each chain and
lock combination were physically robust enough to provide both a deterrence and a reasonable
delay mechanism. ,
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